
REFERENCE The project and particularly its Interface are, for the documenting

subject  like  places  to  mentally  and  psychologically  refer  to.  Dwelling  in

unfamiliar environment and with neither a father or a father-land, these Virtual

places becomes for him essential and they should be changed but stay the same and

in the same position.

HARD-WORKING The documenting subject always attempt to find a new excuse to build

on his life project and has to fight the idleness emerging from the social dues he

has to pay.

ACTIVE The documenting subject keeps active not only as a choice of life out of

the social and technical vegetation but also because of the rising of sickness he

senses when being too passive.

PERFECTIONIST Far from being a maniac, the documenting subject seeks however some

perfect shape to devote himself to as his mission to complete a square grid. This

drive would not be there if there was not a plan to achieve such perfection, such

a perfect shape.

FILLED A sense of panic pervades the documenting subject if parts of the project

are not fully meant to be filled and there are empty spots. Emptiness, in certain

instances respect is treated as a filler.

UNVALUED The fact that the documenting subject is not valued nor considered by the

main-stream is actually a good feature which allows him to grow, sensitive to his

intuition  and  without  getting  stuck  because  of  vanity  and  pride  following

recognition.

ENCYCLOPAEDIC  The  documenting  subject  is  really  meticulous  to  map  out  the

possibilities, this with the support of time which can overcome any collaborative

and  consumptive  approach,  thus  showing  an  alternative,  non-social  utilization

digital media.

CARING By taking care of himself and the intimate surrounding, the documenting

subject  can  guarantee  his  mental  and  corporal  health,  avoiding  the  social

gatherings unless needed to maintain his wealth again for the sake of his health.


